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Open Space Summary

The PACE Open Space event, held on October 5, 2022, was the first of many opportunities to connect
with the Pittsburgh Cultural Treasures Community in person. This event provided invitees with the
space and format to design an agenda that focused on issues of concern and interest to their
community, both as present and prospective participants in Phase II of the Pittsburgh Cultural
Treasures Initiative.

The event was held at Emerald City, beginning at 9am and
ending at 3pm.
News about the event was shared with the PCTI arts community
via direct email invitations through a master mailing list of over
175 organizations, collectives and individuals. The invite was
also shared on all social media platforms including Facebook and
was promoted via recorded radio spots through collaboration with
Nice2Media.

Additionally, 75+ attendees to virtual PCTI Information Sessions in September learned about the Open
Space format and invite. The invite was also shared in Information Session materials that were
presented live and then shared in slide deck format after each Information Session on September 20th
and 26th, respectively. Forty-five RSVPS were received for the event and twenty-six attended,
representing a mix of individual artists, arts organizations, arts funders and media/marketing groups.

Open Space events are where participants design and manage the
agenda themselves through a highly participatory, yet facilitated process.
They can be done effectively in person or virtually. Additional information
on Open Space Technology can be found here:
https://www.mind.org.uk/media-a/4924/open-space-method.pdf PACE
used the OS Technology format as a way to learn directly from the arts
community the issues and topics that are of interest and importance to
them. By doing so, PACE can better shape and design programming to
meet the expressed needs of those we will engage in Phase II of the
initiative.

Following the Open Space Technology format, participants generated a total of eight topics that were
highlighted for further discussion in smaller morning and afternoon break out sessions.

https://linkprotect.cudasvc.com/url?a=https%3a%2f%2fwww.mind.org.uk%2fmedia-a%2f4924%2fopen-space-method.pdf&c=E,1,iAQ8M_qLOktxjjoFtLgFr84XCY_L46T4b2wMgtEC4Nzg8FULXbfGk6_tUArk72-whxWpsPCuNnxC9acvOpIF42lY7eegMBZ8oJTyLYuXwVmVig,,&typo=1


Theme:
As African Diaspora artists, creators, and cultural practitioners, how do we collectively
and with funders and partners, deepen our resources, further enrich our communities,

and transform our creative landscape?

Breakout Session topics:
● Space (physical homes)
● Partnering in marketing and promotional resources
● Having a better relationship + understanding of the technology

we use today
● Maker, Biz, Metaverse, Education, Equity
● Community calendar to marketing
● Better access to or means of transportation (i.e. bus or shuttles

for youth and elderly)
● Being in purpose instead of chasing money— network, wealth,

endless opportunities
● Attending to the unification of continental Africa/African
Americans through culture and solidarity

Emerging themes and potential learning opportunities:
● The need for connection and collaboration-with one another and within our community
● Mental health and wellness
● Understanding the purpose in my work and if/how it is useful to me and/or my community
● Advocacy
● Understanding the landscape of resources available to all of us, but knowing how to access it
● Technology
● How do we build an audience by mobilizing the community to the arts, to events?
● Storytelling
● How do we communicate what is happening in the arts community on a real time level?

Since the Open Space event on October 5th, a group of energized attendees
formed and continues meeting to identify and accomplish shared goals
around marketing, communication and public relations needs for arts
organizations. PACE is proud to have created the opportunity, format and
environment through Open Space where such ideas could be generated and
carried forward in a way that is owned and shaped by those who named
them.

PACE is thankful for those who attended and engaged in the process. Their work highlights areas of
concern for members of their community that we will consider and look to address in the work that will
be accomplished in Phase II of the PCTI initiative. The insights shared will inform how we work going
forward and influence how success is measured, and perhaps most importantly, how participants in this
initiative are able to determine their own course towards work and goals that are resonant with who
they are and what they create. Please see the full notes and we welcome you to add any comments.


